
Big Ben

Like his famous namesake, this elegant umbrella is an im-

pressive eye-catcher - a landmark for your terraces. It is nice 

to spend a while in its shade, the soft light under the broad 

canopy conveys a feeling of comfort and has a special fl air.

“Big Ben” impresses with its comfortable handling. 

The umbrella can be opened and closed without 

effort, by means of a crank. Thanks to the inge-

nious mechanism, the umbrella closes well over 

table height so that decorations and seating 

can be left in place.

Premium quality for a 
long useful life

[The exclusive umbrella for 
large areas of shade on terraces]
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Extra-Strong Design

“Big Ben” is distinguished by its sturdy 
materials and robust construction. The  
80 mm thick mast made of 3mm thick 
aluminium piping is light and yet extreme-
ly stable. Strong 40 x 20 mm struts and 
robust joint connections can take high 
loads without being damaged.

Circle of struts: strongly dimensioned parts and sturdy 
workmanship guarantee a long useful life.

Practical help in setting up

Thanks to the well thought out Caravita® 
setting-up aid, the umbrella can be set up 
simply and quickly by only one person.

Telescopic struts for perfect fit of the cover

The struts of the umbrella can be removed 
and enable the fabric to be tensioned af-
terwards if necessary. So the fabric always 
fits so that it looks just right.

Water-proof tensioning in many colour 
combinations

The strong acrylic marquee cloth is abso-
lutely weather-resistant and is extremely 
colour-fast.

The range of canopy fabrics comprises 
over 75 attractive colours and enables 
you to design your umbrella individually 
(for variation options see Caravita Main 
Catalogue).

Upon request, you can also receive  
“Big Ben” with wind hood and flounce.

Convenient, smooth-run-
ning cranking. The mast 
extends upwards upon 
closing. That is why  
“Big Ben” closes at above 
table height. The crank 
can be removed.

Sizes and Designs

Umbrella Size       A B C D

300 X 300 300 372 225 144

350 X 350 310 394 225 129

400 X 400 320 412 225 109

450 X 450 333 434 225 95

500 X 500 342 468 225 93

300 X 400 310 394 225 125

350 X 450 321 412 225 106

400 X 500 333 434 225 938

350 Ø round 290 366 225 176

400 Ø round 296 377 225 162

450 Ø round 304 385 225 143

500 Ø round 311 395 225 127

550 Ø round 318 407 225 113

600 Ø round 326 419 225 99

A= umbrella height open

B= umbrella height closed

C= headroom

D= closing height

The robust connecting rod is available in either elegant slate-grey or in classic white . It is also available in other 
RAL-colours against a small extra charge.

We reserve the right to make alterations for technical reasons.

Dimensions C and D each at the end of the strut. With 
umbrellas with flounce, take 25 cm flounce length into 
account.


